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FIG.1. Nicola Stephanie, Turning and Turning, Hunter MFA Thesis Exhibit. 14th – 30th November 2019. Installation View.

Introduction
My thesis investigates the sensation and visual awareness of motion. I use a vocabulary
of color, shape and surface to translate and model phenomena of gravity, rotation and
orientation. Depth and three-dimensional space are explored by combining these painterly
interests with structure and volume. The work bridges the territories of painting and sculpture,
allowing them to meet and exchange.
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Color
“A preference for photography over painting indicates that the problem for some critics is not
with color but with pigment. Pigment is matter that interferes with the ideal of color.”
--Mira Schor, “Wet” (Schor, 150).

Schor’s statement describes, in reverse, my choice to switch to using paint after ten years
working with film and video. I became frustrated with screens, which dematerialized the image,
translating it into light particles via the sleek uniformity of a monitor surface. Throughout my
time at Hunter, I have consistently been investigating the materiality of representation: the
picture as something flat, but also three-dimensional. My current work makes a lot of room for
the roughness of color: its incongruities and impurities; the way it attracts dust and dirt and hair;
color as materiality and color as optics. Color can stimulate a vast range of human response,
from the theoretical to the symbolic and expressive. Because color is both physical and
metaphysical, it is an ideal mediator between the senses and the intellect. Color is light, matter,
structure and time. It can open up or bear down on space, either physically or psychologically.
Color can create - it has energy - but also collapse. When I’m painting and it’s not working, it’s
usually because the color isn’t taking me anywhere – it’s not activating anything. I often work
with tertiaries, striving for complexity and clarity. To achieve color which is active and
experiential demands experimentation, sometimes failure, and a systematic engagement with its
materiality.

Impressionism lay the groundwork to free color in painting. These painters showed the
traditional bond between color and nature to be contingent and fugitive. Since then, color has
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been key to abolishing conventional hierarchies of representation in art (for example, perceptual
and spatial distinctions between foreground, midground and background, or the use of local color
to describe objects). For Modernists like Kandinsky, Klee, Malevich, the Delaunays and Matisse,
color claimed a completely new independence. More recently, artists such as Hélio Oiticica, Sam
Gilliam and Polly Apfelbaum have engaged color with the proposition of breaking down barriers
between art and life. Their works overcame the physical limits of painting by allowing the
materiality of color to redefine the form. In fact, Polly Apfelbaum refers to her works as “fallen
paintings”. These gestures aspire to dissolve distinctions between what is represented and what is
actual: redefining the role of color in art.
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FIG.2. Mate, 2019
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Process I
For me, color has become the thing that initiates the work, that gets it going. I begin
horizontally, on the floor, developing large areas of color which are near monochrome, but not
quite. Lengths of heavyweight canvas cut from the bolt are rolled out; I want it to surround me. I
walk across it, lie on it. Working on both primed and unprimed surfaces, I build up layers of
color by pouring paint. I tip, spin and rotate the frame to direct the flow. The process is reactive
and open to moments of chance and spontaneity. Here, the physicality of color is both process
and object. The size and weight of individual pigment particles affects the flow of paint over the
surface. Pigments which are naturally heavy, such as metals and cadmiums, are slow to move,
whereas lighter pigments like magenta flow all over the place. Of course, binder and surface
preparation have a big impact on this movement too.
This approach to painting engages both mind and body. The result depends on how I’m
feeling that day and how much energy I have. It is physical, guided by proprioception as much as
visuality. It’s not only optical and cerebral, but all of me. I listened recently to a podcast on
Helen Frankenthaler hosted by Helen Molesworth, in which Rodney McMillian, an artist who
also pours paint, aptly described this experience:
I’d say when I’m painting with my wrist, it’s a neck-up operation. And when I’m
painting with my body it’s from the top of my head to below my feet. So it’s the whole of
me, in a certain way. So it’s not just whatever intellect that I bring to the work, it’s also
body memory, it’s also the realities of the day - like did I sleep well and eat well, and is
my body tired that day. It’s the physicality, it’s age, it’s youth, it’s a memory of how my
body has worked before and how it’s working now.

In addition to pouring, I may brush or rub dispersions of acrylic and ground pigments into the
surface. These applications develop gradients and subtle shifts in value, saturation, color and
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reflectivity. It often takes many days and multiple layers to develop an interesting color-space
that I want to use for construction.
Impurities, clumps and flecks in pigment accumulate as I build up surfaces in layers.
These deposits influence the colors’ spatial and atmospheric qualities. For example, in Mate
(2019), the materiality of color is evidenced as surface. The canvas was prepared so the powder
pigment, a natural ground haematite known as Caput Mortem which is high in iron, sits on the
surface. It gives the piece a gritty look, like sandpaper, iron fillings or rust. The material qualities
of the color insist on the physicality of the surface. The pigment appears to permeate the
material, almost to be the material. Yet this impression is undermined by the exposure of
untreated raw canvas on the interior. The color is both surface and dimensional.
In contrast, the color in Zip Lock (2019) plays a much more atmospheric role. Built up in
thin layers with finely ground and dispersed pigment of blue and magenta hues, the accumulated
surface is relatively smooth, its materiality muted. The combination of the surface’s slight luster,
and the lilac, lavender and blue hues, create an optical depth and sensation of atmosphere. Light
plays an important role here, expressed through painterly gradients and tonal shifts. As the form
reads spatially, the traditional figure-ground relation is reversed. The optical (fictive) space is
again undermined by the real depth, or thickness, of the cut canvas.
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FIG.3. Zip Lock, 2019
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Structure
The perceptual shifts in color and shadow in my work confront the viewer with an
exploration of depth and dimensionality. I combine painterly gesture and structure to
acknowledge a duplicity of vision, a joyful play with illusion. Color gradients, depth, shadow,
line and textural ambiguity welcome the incongruities of sight without denying visual pleasure.
For example, the heraldic or shield-like form of Domino is accentuated by cast shadows. (A
Domino is a traditional historic masquerade costume, a hooded cloak worn to masquerade balls.)
There is also an anthropomorphic ambiguity in the work. Forms and volumes allude to
bodily structures, garments, armor; perhaps neckties, bonnets, cod pieces, ovaries, harnesses or
machine parts, though without direct depiction. Figuration is created without actual
representation. Particularly important in achieving this is rhythm, the way that shapes echo one
another in space, both physically and phenomenologically. The starting points for the forms I
work with – costume, armor, accessories and tailoring patterns – are all methods to adjust the
limits of the body. The figurative suggestion is not so much a claim to autonomy or authenticity,
but of adaption and modulation. As in a real body, the symmetry is always a little off.
Consequently, the corporeal frame is sustained but as something constructed and conditional.
Traditional drawing-like qualities of shading, chiaroscuro, line, plane and volume are
translated into three dimensions in the work. As the viewer moves around the pieces, the visual
experience flips back and forth between the linear and volumetric: a kind of hybrid between the
diagrammatic and the figurative. Sinuous lines define spaces within, declaring volumes which
are simultaneously empty and activated. These interior voids lend a sense of vulnerability and
lightness to the work, maybe even recalling the 65% oxygen construction of our own bodies.
These cavities are offset by the intense materiality of the surface.
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FIG.4. Cavalier, 2019

In the work there is a sensuality, a value placed on elegance and rhythm, which nods to
neoclassical aesthetics. On closer inspection, however, this sensuality is often denied. Raw
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canvas, torn edges, drips and stains at the perimeter of colors are a reminder of the process and
the pieced construction. The line also has depth – that is to say, there is a depth to the surface.
The cut and twisted canvas faces the viewer as a malleable derma that appears material and
permeable, evidenced by stitching which pierces and marks, or pigment which saturates the
weave. These details take the work away from a purely present sensuous experience. A
vulnerability is introduced to the material, refusing what otherwise could be understood as ornate
or baroque.
The scale of my work is considered in relation to specific volumes and apertures of the
body. The neck, torso, hips, or wrists are called to mind. Some parts of the work almost feel like
they could be worn, yet, are just off. A little too small perhaps. This produces a particular
phenomenological relation. The viewer might imagine getting a leg stuck, or the pinch of
squeezing an arm into a just-too-small aperture.
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FIG 5. Domino, 2019.
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Nearly four years ago, in my application letter to the Hunter MFA program, I wrote:
Especially now, in a digitized environment, where the privilege of physical objects is
destabilized, I find myself asking: what does it mean to be a body? What are the
boundaries of the body? To be a mass, a material or a sensation? What does it mean to be
physically present, to touch? To think of the body as a site of exchange.

The visible or invisible boundaries of the body have long been of primary interest to figurative
art. In Aby Warburg and the Image in Motion, author Philippe-Alain Michaud explores an idea
of movement, conceived as both object and method. In Warburg’s ‘montage-collisions’, motion
is not necessarily smooth or continuous, nor “a simple conveyance or narration from one point to
another. It includes jumps, cuts, montages, harrowing connections.” (Didi-Huberman, 16). The
chapter “Bodies in Motion” begins with an extract from Warburg’s notes on Botticelli’s Birth of
Venus. Warburg describes Botticelli’s depiction of movement, as Michaud writes, in such a way
that “The figure does not appear as a stable entity, but seems to be born from a play of
contradictory forces converging at the limit of the body’s exterior” (Michaud, 71). The depiction
of clothing, drapery, accessories and hair registers the impact of external forces on the body. The
proximity of garments to the body becomes a painterly tool to visually complicate, destabilize or
“dissolve” the figure’s edges, adjusting its volumes, limits and outlines.
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FIG.6. Aby Warburg, Mnemosyne, pl.39: the nymph in motion.
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FIG.7. Sandro Botticelli, Birth of Venus, 1485–1486.

The relationship between the body, clothing and movement has a long history in painting.
This is thoroughly investigated in Seeing Through Clothes, by Anne Hollander. Notably,
Hollander focuses on moral judgements surrounding the rendering of cloth - for example, how
drapery in Greek statues has been understood to enhance the beauty of the body and accentuate
its movements.
In an opposing scenario, the body is seen as distorted in order to enhance costume. T.J.
Clark finds evidence of this in Bruegel’s depictions of apparel. Clark writes, “Bruegel especially
delights in clothing that seems to be taking on a life of its own, maybe in the process of robbing
what it clothes of life.” Clark notes his lack of interest in clothes as drapery, and emphasis on
outline: “the kind of energy or inertia the shape conveys.” Bruegel’s paintings document the
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endless fascination he found in the unpredictable ways clothing combines with bodies: “he never
stops cataloguing the ludicrous intricacy of apparel.” (Clark, 96)

Process II
For a long time, my work had explored themes of lift, suspension and gravity. I worked
on traditional rectilinear supports and depicted bodies figuratively, falling, lifting, balancing or
holding one another. I used to hang them at different heights on the wall, in an arc to allude to
gravity, a sense of rise and fall. The transition to my current work, in which I embody the same
ideas in the material of painting itself, has been a gradual one.
During my time at Hunter I discovered a history of unstretched and constructed painting
by artists based here in New York City, including Alan Shields, Elizabeth Murray, Lynda
Benglis, Dorothea Rockburne, Harmony Hammond, Sam Gilliam and Joe Overstreet. These
artists integrated painterly concerns of color and surface, alongside a use of space as a volume
and interval. Learning about this precedent of experimental painting via books, such as High
Times Hard Times, New York Painting 1967 – 1975 and Heroine Paint, gave me encouragement
to further pursue this territory at the intersection of painting and sculpture.
About midway through my time at Hunter, I started working with unstretched canvas. I
developed paintings and then removed them from the frame, so they became like a raw material
again, but now colored. This gave me a freedom to explore the edges, and the way canvas
responds to gravity.
In the newer work, the relationship between the color and form is still more dynamic. It is
the opposite of a coloring book, where you put color in between the lines. Color is applied first,
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determining shape to a certain extent. Color both gets formed and is formative. I might develop
an idea of a shape first, in drawings on paper, but when I translate these to a color-space they
inevitably change and adapt. While still on the floor, I sit or kneel on top of the painting and use
chalk to mark shapes. I redraw until I am happy with the ratios and relationships of line to color;
then cut. The cut-out shapes become forms to manipulate in space. I discovered that folding or
cutting could augment the subtle shifts in hue, value and texture that I was enjoying in the
paintings. These new juxtapositions affected how color and form played out in space.
In the studio, I make pieces through a modular process, swapping elements in and out.
Forms are built up from multiple parts, becoming connected through spatial proximity, and later,
physical attachment. This mutability suggests a tension between process and finish. This is
evidenced in other aspects of the work such as color spills, or the perforations where something
has been stitched and unpicked.

Motion and Rotation
“Dancing taught me the way the body folds . . . and how folding produces emotion.”
Dorothea Rockburne

I am interested in the history of translations and abstractions of bodily motion. Attempts
to understand movement through visual transcription dates back to cave drawings. There are
representational and non-representational approaches from Leon Kossoff’s Children’s Swimming
Pool, Autumn Afternoon and Bridget Riley’s rhythmic pulsations to Muybridge’s photography
and Duchamp’s Nude Descending a Staircase. There are devices which abstract and model, such
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as scientific diagrams of energy and force transmission, Japanese calligraphy, flip books, and
early animations. There are methods which index the movement of the artist, like the dynamic
gestures of Franz Kline, and that index both the movement of the artist and that of material, such
as Lynda Benglis, Dorothea Rockburne and the fluid pours of Frankenthaler. The works of Sarah
Oppenheimer and the activations of Franz Erhard Walther and Rebecca Horn make experiential
attempts to comprehend movement by visual means.

FIG.8. Double Back (detail), 2019

The works in my MFA installation function under two spatial conditions: works against a
wall surface; and works which are held in space, suspended from above. Compositions are often
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organized around a single axis. In Double Back, multiple loops of blue canvas hang from
horizontal bars. The relationship is that of a cyclical rotation around an axis. Accumulated and
held, these rotations lend a sense of latent energy to the piece. In addition to this actual gesture,
the physical structure implies an image of a body looping around a center of gravity. This
imagined motion is held in tension by space, evoking a vertiginous feeling, or the impression of a
gymnast’s strength and discipline.
I think the phenomenological turn in the work occurs in the shift from depicting or
representing motion (as I did in previous bodies of work) to modelling and translating it. That the
rotations take place physically in the same space the viewer inhabits, opens up the experience of
the work to itself be dimensional and temporal. A sense of rhythm, suspension and the struggle
for lift is embodied in the material itself. A phenomenological figuration, perhaps, rather than a
representational one.
Hester (2019) is an upright piece, composed around a dominant vertical axis. Because the
canvas is unprimed it remains soft and pliable, which enabled me to twist the painted material,
transitioning from plane to line in continuous motion. In contrast, this same transition happens in
Mate, but by cut and separation of the canvas. There is an equivalence here to my experience
working in film and video, where movement is built over time by accumulating cuts and
transitions. Video clips of different camera angles are the building blocks of form. This
resembles the method of construction for my current work: individual sections of cut canvas,
arranged and linked together to make a larger form. There are long shots, jump cuts, and changes
in viewpoint.
The volumes of Mate rotate around two separate axes, both horizontal but at right angles
to each other. This produces a shift in plane, so, as the forms stack on these axes. There is the
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possibility for two distinct but concurrent movements. When viewed front on, the lower of these
movements becomes linear and diagrammatic – and from the side, volumetric. This shift is
reversed in the top gesture. My interest in movement diagrams, which I illustrated in earlier
paintings, has now become process and form. The loops on the lower part of the piece
successively lose their lift. They droop, give way to gravity.
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FIG.9. Mate, 2019. Installation view
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FIG.10. Domino (detail), 2019.
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FIG.11. Hester, 2019
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In TJ Clark’s essay, “Bruegel in Paradise,” he discusses the painters’ treatment of
rotation and gravity in the Land of Cockaigne. Clark writes that this painting declares Bruegel’s
interest in the human world’s bipedal orientation, our sense of balance, and how much of human
culture comes from this experience of uprightness. Here, Bruegel imagines stasis and roundness.
TJ Clark writes: “I can feel its world turning slowly – vertiginously – on the axle of a tree trunk
… with the bodies spoked to its wheel.” The painting brings together rotation with notions of
speed and time, as an orbit might. “What would the world look like – this looks to be Bruegel’s
question – in which all human activities are slowed to the pace of the large intestine?,” Clark
asks. “Cockaigne is a picture of gravity – of the pull of a gravitational field, or pleasure as a
planetary system with cooked food as its sun.” (Clark, 103)

FIG.12. Pieter Bruegel the Elder, The Land of Cockaigne, 1567
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Process III
In my work, movement is translated or recorded in a few different ways. There is the
movement of poured paint, recorded by solidified drips and run offs, over what was formerly a
stretched canvas edge, which engages with the history of stain painting. Then there is the cut,
which initiates a series of operations which aren’t an inscription of my body into the work, but
rather are imposed upon it.
The volumes in the work are both translations and records of motion. The vocabulary of
gestures which I have developed to manipulate the material – twist, fold, tuck, rip, drape, loop,
pinch, roll and rotate – create volume from the flat plane. Applied to the painting, these actions
produce a three-dimensional record, or index, of the gesture.
Once folded, rolled or twisted, color is no longer subordinated to the plane, but begins to
create structure, allowing me to combine a painterly language with depth and volume in space.
Pins, magnets and clamps hold these individual gestures temporarily, as the overall form of the
piece develops. Once established, I replace these with more permanent methods of attachment
such as stitching, interfacing, and grommets, and also add structural materials like flexible plastic
cord and hooping steel. This process allows me to overcome the rectilinear limits of traditional
easel painting, and cut color free, so as question, explore and define its spaces and edges.
Given my interest in motion and rotation, I explored ways of activating a kinetic element
in the work. But in some way, this actually dissipates the energy of the work, releasing it into the
environment. With these static pieces, there is a tension, like a spring or coil. The gestures and
motions inscribed into the material are held in space, accumulated, rather than released to gravity
to unravel. This gives the pieces a sense of stored or potential energy.
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Conclusion
The thesis works propose a material process and formal language that connect with the
ideas I am most interested in exploring: the condition of bipedalism, the force of gravity and the
experience of cycles and rotation. I would like to further extend my investigation by exploring
the potential for painterly gesture and color within the work, the relationships between line and
volume, structure and time.
During the thesis exhibition, I discovered the work of Franz Erhard Walther. I find his
engagement with drawing and the body incredibly exciting, and see many points of correlation
with my own practice. Walther translates drawing from two- to three-dimensional space, using
canvas, color and structure. His sculpture is a form of drawing, delineating form, no longer
preparatory (to be translated into a more permanent material), but something spatial and
transient. This departs from the traditional hierarchy in which drawing was placed for five
hundred years. His work evoked some experiments from my second semester at Hunter, in which
I created durational pieces that explored drawing as line, volume and plane. I feel excited to
begin to reconsider how I might bring these methods back into the orbit of my practice, allowing
it to open up once again as I begin to develop another body of work.
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FIG.13. Untitled durational drawing, 2017. Video still.

FIG.14. Untitled durational drawing, 2017. Video still.
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Individual works list
All artworks were completed in 2019.

Title: Mate
Media: acrylic, iron oxide, canvas, plastic cord, thread
Approx. Dimensions: 20"h x 12"w x 11"d

P.7

Title: Zip Lock
Media: acrylic, canvas, rubber cord, steel, thread
Approx. Dimensions: 74"h x 30"w x 18"d

P.10

Title: Cavalier
Media: acrylic, canvas, steel, thread
Approx. Dimensions: 20"h x 12"w x 14"d

P.12

Title: Domino
Media: acrylic, canvas, steel, thread
Approx. Dimensions: 47"h x 27"w x 9"d

P.14

Title: Double Back
Media: acrylic, canvas, rubber cord, thread
Approx. Dimensions: 76"h x 25"w x 19"d

P.32

Title: Hester
Media: acrylic, canvas, thread, steel
Approx. Dimensions: 77"h x 18"w x 12"d

P.24
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FIG.15. Double Back, 2019
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Installation photographs
The following photos are from the thesis exhibition that took place at the 205 Hudson Street
gallery, in New York, NY. The exhibition was open from November 14th through November
30th, 2019.

FIG.16. Nicola Stephanie, Turning and Turning, Hunter MFA Thesis Exhibit. 14th – 30th November 2019. Installation View.
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FIG.17. Nicola Stephanie, Turning and Turning, Hunter MFA Thesis Exhibit. 14th – 30th November 2019. Installation View.

FIG.18. Nicola Stephanie, Turning and Turning, Hunter MFA Thesis Exhibit. 14th – 30th November 2019. Installation View.
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